The Ph + , a balanced translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22, was the first identified cytogenetic anomaly linked to a specific form of human cancer (Nowell and Hungerford 1960; Rowley 1973) . It is the founding genetic lesion of CML and a subset of Ph + ALLs. The t(9;22)(q34;q11) translocation joins the ABL1 oncogene on chromosome 9 to a breakpoint cluster region (BCR) on chromosome 22 to generate the BCR-ABL fusion oncoprotein, a constitutively active tyrosine kinase that initiates both diseases. In CML, the p210 BCR-ABL isoform is initially expressed in hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and in their derivative myeloid and lymphoid progeny, whereas in Ph + ALL, the synthesis of either of two alternative p185 or p210 isoforms is restricted to the B-cell lineage (Groffen et al. 1984; Chan et al. 1987; Clark et al. 1987) .
Clinically, CML often presents as an indolent myeloproliferative disorder characterized by expansion within hematopoietic tissues of relatively mature myeloid cells that often spill over into the circulation. Such patients are said to be in chronic phase (CML-CP), but without effective therapy, they progress through an accelerated phase to lethal blast crisis (CML-BC) that resembles an acute leukemia and is distinguished by the rapid proliferation of primitive myeloid or lymphoid "blasts" in hematopoietic organs. De novo Ph + ALL resembles the lymphoid blast crisis of CML (CML-LBC) but without a clinically detectable chronic phase. Whole-genome single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis indicates that CML-CP leukemic cells typically display no recurring gene amplifications or losses, consistent with the notion that BCR-ABL expression is necessary and perhaps sufficient to induce the early stages of disease (Mullighan et al. 2008b ). In contrast, diagnostic blasts recovered from CML-LBC and Ph + ALL patients harbor several recurring genomic lesions, including frequent INK4-ARF deletions (Mullighan et al. 2008a) that correlate with their decidedly poorer outcome, regardless of the therapeutic modalities used, as compared to CML-CP patients. Ph + ALL comprises a small fraction (5%) of ALL cases in children, but it represents about one third of adult ALL, the largest genetically defined subgroup (Armstrong and Look 2005) ; tragically, the outcome for patients of both age groups is equally poor (Arico et al. 2000; Gleissner et al. 2002) .
Targeted therapy with BCR-ABL kinase inhibitors has revolutionized the treatment of CML. Imatinib (Gleevec), the first-generation FDA-approved kinase inhibitor, successfully maintains virtually all CML-CP patients in remission as long as they continue drug therapy (Wong and Witte 2004; Druker et al. 2006) . Nonetheless, most if not all drug-treated patients harbor persisting leukemic stem cells that rapidly expand and contribute to clinical relapse after drug discontinuation. Furthermore, a small percentage of patients (5% in the first year and fewer thereafter) relapse despite continuous therapy, and the reappearance of leukemia is typically associated with development of drug-resistant mutations in the BCR-ABL kinase domain (KD) that impair drug binding (Shah et al. 2002) . Second-generation BCR-ABL kinase inhibitors, including nilotinib (Tasigna) and dasatinib (Sprycel), were developed as more potent inhibitors that are capable of inhibiting many of the most frequent BCR-ABL drug-resistant KD mutants, and these were FDA approved for use in imatinib-resistant or -intolerant CML and for Ph + ALL Talpaz et al. 2006; Hochhaus et al. 2007 ). Importantly, all three targeted drugs display no efficacy against one specific KD "gatekeeper mutation," T315I, that frequently emerges at clinical relapse, particularly when patients are treated with the broader spectrum, more potent, second-generation inhibitors. Although all three kinase inhibitors induce significant hematological and molecular responses in Ph + ALL patients, these are relatively short lived, and treated patients relapse despite continuous therapy within only 6 months of therapy initiation (Druker et al. 2001; Talpaz et al. 2006; Alvarado et al. 2007; de Labarthe et al. 2007 ); these patients frequently, but not invariably, harbor leukemic clones with drug-resistant KD mutations (Talpaz et al. 2006; Hochhaus et al. 2007; O'Hare et al. 2007) . Similarly, the durable responses to kinase inhibition observed in CML-CP are not realized in CML-BC, suggesting that additional mutations "downstream" from the BCR-ABL kinase contribute to more aggressive disease and to the attenuated therapeutic response.
Here, we discuss the role that the CDKN2A-CDKN2B (INK4-ARF) tumor suppressors have in governing selfrenewal in normal and BCR-ABL-transformed hematopoietic cells. We outline how robust, clinically relevant mouse modeling of Ph + ALL (which combines BCR-ABL expression and Arf inactivation) provides unique opportunities for implementing treatment strategies and for interrogating drug resistance mechanisms that counter targeted therapeutic agents.
THE INK4-ARF LOCUS AND CELLULAR SELF-RENEWAL
Current evidence suggests that the INK4-ARF locus can exist in four distinct states: epigenetically silenced, poised for activation, overtly activated, and inactivated (Fig. 1) . Epigenetic silencing of Ink4-Arf by Bmi1-containing Polycomb complexes facilitates HSC self-renewal (Jacobs In HSCs that exhibit self-renewal capacity, the INK4-ARF locus is epigenetically silenced, whereas in progenitor cells and their progeny, the locus becomes poised to respond to various forms of stress, including sustained oncogenic signaling. Depicted is an oncogenic insult (ONC) that activates INK4-ARF, thereby eliminating the vast majority of cells through senescence or apoptosis. However, oncogene activation can also select for rare cells that have deleted the locus and acquire inappropriate self-renewal capacity. The latter cells have a greatly increased propensity to generate cancers. et al. 1999; Lessard and Sauvageau 2003; Park et al. 2003; Iwama et al. 2004; Akala et al. 2008) . Although Bmi1 null mice are born with normal blood elements, they become aplastic within the first 2 months of life due to the loss of functional HSCs. The fact that this phenotype is manifested only after birth stems from the fact that the integrity of Bmi1-containing complexes is not required for HSCs within the fetal liver. However, during the first few weeks after birth, hematopoiesis becomes dependent on "definitive" HSCs that reside within the bone marrow where the requirement for Bmi1 becomes apparent. Although Bmi1-containing Polycomb complexes can regulate many genes, the maintenance of definitive adult HSCs depends strongly on Ink4a and Arf, because disruption of these genes significantly rescues blood cell formation in Bmi1 null animals. Interestingly, mice that lack Ink4a, Ink4b, and Arf are even more highly prone to tumor development than mice lacking Ink4a and Arf, implicating an additional "back-up" role for Ink4b in tumor suppression (Krimpenfort et al. 2007 ) and raising the possibility that Bmi1 null mice lacking the entire Ink4-Arf gene cluster might fare even better. Recent findings suggest that HSCs lacking Ink4a-Arf and p53 lose their self-renewal potential and instead more rapidly generate transient amplifying cells that, although able to contribute to all blood cell lineages, exhibit diminished long-term repopulating activity after transplantation into irradiated recipients (Akala et al. 2008 ). Together, these findings point to the possibility that the Ink4-Arf locus acts as a gatekeeper in helping to establish the equilibrium between HSC self-renewal and the early differentiation steps that lead to lineage commitment.
As HSCs produce transiently amplifying progeny that undergo differentiation to form the various blood cell lineages, the Ink4-Arf locus is epigenetically remodeled and becomes "poised" to respond to abnormally increased and sustained thresholds of hyperproliferative signals ( Fig. 1) . Although the products of the locus are not detectably expressed under most normal circumstances, constitutively activated oncogenes can induce Arf expression and thereby trigger a p53-dependent transcriptional program that can eliminate oncogene-stressed cells through their senescence or apoptosis, the latter response being the more typical outcome for blood cells. Early Bcell progenitors are particularly sensitive to the oncogenic BCR-ABL kinase that efficiently induces an "activated" state of Arf expression. Although the accompanying p53-dependent apoptosis eliminates the vast majority of incipient leukemic cells, rare BCR-ABL-positive cells that sustain Ink4-Arf deletion can survive and acquire an abnormal self-renewing capacity that promotes leukemogenesis. Therefore, inactivation of the Ink4-Arf locus in cancer implies that the checkpoint had been activated at some earlier stage of tumor evolution (Fig. 1) .
LINEAGE SPECIFICITY AND SELF-RENEWAL IN BCR-ABL-INDUCED LEUKEMIAS
CML-CP conforms to the cancer stem cell model in that the initiating BCR-ABL translocation develops in HSCs that can either self-renew or differentiate to more abundant mature progeny that are themselves nontumorigenic
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cer seem to occur through RAG-independent recombination across regions of microhomology). The occurrence of RAG-dependent deletions in Ph + lymphoid leukemias is likely to provide one explanation for the increased frequencies of INK4-ARF deletions in various forms of ALL versus their relative paucity in CML-MBC.
What molecular lesions contribute to acquisition of self-renewal in CML-MBC if the INK4-ARF locus is intact? The p53 tumor suppressor itself is mutated in a significant fraction of these patients (Calabretta and Perrotti 2004) , reinforcing the idea that the p53-dependent tumor suppressor pathway is frequently targeted in blastic transformation of CML, but that the mechanisms differ between the lymphoid (INK4-ARF deletions) and myeloid (p53 mutations) lineages. Additional lineagespecific mechanisms may also contribute to the selfrenewal of myeloid blasts. For example, aberrant β-catenin signaling confers self-renewal to lineage-committed granulocyte-macrophage progenitors in CML-MBC (Jamieson et al. 2004 ) but is dispensable for BCR-ABL-induced ALL (Zhao et al. 2007 ).
MODELING PH + ALL IN THE MOUSE
We developed a highly efficient murine Ph + ALL model system that entails the rapid ex vivo generation of primary, bone-marrow-derived populations of murine Arf -/-pre-B cells that express p185 BCR-ABL . Introduction of these cells into healthy immunocompetent, syngeneic recipient host animals (hereafter "recipients") generates a fulminant ALL that quickly kills the mice. In direct contrast to the retarded leukemogenic potential of p185 + ;Arf +/+ cells in healthy animals, as few as 20 p185 + ;Arf -/-cells are capable of producing a disseminated pre-B-cell ALL in recipients in less than 4 weeks (Williams et al. 2006 (Williams et al. , 2007 . Abundant leukemic cells "marked" with green fluorescent protein (GFP) (expressed in tandem with BCR-ABL) can be recovered from all hematopoietic tissues of moribund animals and can be readily phenotyped, quantified, cultured in vitro, and efficiently transplanted serially and at the same limiting dilution into healthy secondary and tertiary recipients. Molecular assessments of immunoglobulin heavy (IgH) chain gene rearrangements and vector insertion sites, and measures of leukemogenic potential of multiple, independent single-cell-derived clones, revealed that virtually every p185 + ;Arf -/-donor pre-B cell has leukemia-initiating cell (LIC) capacity. Thus, BCR-ABL expression combined with Arf inactivation is sufficient to guarantee ALL induction.
Although a variety of immunophenotypic markers have been identified that are associated with rare or infrequent "cancer stem cell" subpopulations in myeloid leukemias (Clarke et al. 2006) , the Arf null status of p185 + pre-B cells represents a molecular determinant that confers at least a 4-log increase in their leukemogenic potential (Williams et al. 2007 ). The p185 BCR-ABL kinase confers growth factor (cytokine) independence to cells within the B-cell lineage; in contrast, Arf inactivation impairs BCR-ABL-induced apoptosis and dramatically facilitates the acquisition of limitless replicative potential by committed pre-B cells. The latency and phenotype of p185 + ;Arf -/-- (Clarke et al. 2006) . We therefore anticipated that in Ph + HSCs, like their nontransformed counterparts, epigenetic silencing would prevent INK4-ARF activation and thereby bypass any selection pressure for the subsequent deletion of the locus. However, because BCR-ABL-positive HSCs can generate more mature lymphoid and myeloid cells, these differentiated progeny should lose their capacity to silence INK4-ARF. Thus, in the accelerated phase of disease that leads to CML-LBC, we expected that the INK4-ARF locus would first be activated and then deleted, ultimately facilitating the acquisition of abnormal selfrenewal capacity in lymphoid blasts that sustain the aggressive phase of the disease. The transition from CML-CP to CML-LBC is associated with a dramatic decline in patient survival despite the advent of therapies targeting BCR-ABL, implying that INK4A-ARF deletion might again be a deciding factor. Conceptually, de novo Ph + ALL is like CML-LBC without a preceding chronic phase, consistent with the observation that the founding BCR-ABL translocation is restricted to lymphoid progenitors in this disease (Castor et al. 2005) .
Recently, the frequencies of INK4-ARF deletions in Ph + ALL and CML-LBC have been determined in an extended cohort of pediatric and adult patients by use of high-density microarray platforms that detect SNP arrays and by quantitative genomic polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis (Mullighan et al. 2008a,b) . Whereas the
INK4-ARF locus was intact in cells from CML-CP patients and those in myeloid blast crisis (CML-MBC), approximately two thirds of cases with Ph
+ ALL or CML-LBC exhibited monoallelic or biallelic INK4-ARF deletions at the time of diagnosis (Table 1 ). In addition, these same patients also sustained frequent deletions of genes encoding two transcriptional regulators of the B-cell differentiation pathway-specifically, IKFZ1 (Ikaros) and PAX5. Inactivation of these genes, frequently monoallelic, is expected to retard B-cell maturation and to expand the pool of Ph + -committed B-lymphoid cells that are susceptible to further mutational events, such as INK4-ARF loss. Aberrant recombination-activating gene (RAG)-mediated recombination events appear to underlie IKFZ1 deletions and seem also to have a role in genomic deletions of the INK4-ARF locus in Ph + ALL as well (Mullighan et al. 2008b) , as has previously been described in T-cell ALL (Kohno and Yokota 2006 One key aspect of this Ph + ALL model is that the donor animals, from which transformed p185 + pre-B cells are derived, and the recipient mice are of the same genetic background, thereby preventing immune-mediated rejection of donor LICs. The system was developed with C57BL/6 mice, a strain that is ordinarily relatively resistant to BCR-ABL transformation. Although most experimental models of leukemia involve engraftment of modified donor bone marrow into lethally irradiated recipients, our model more closely recapitulates events in patients, in which somatic mutations initiate tumor development in the context of an otherwise healthy, immune competent host.
Implementation of luminescent imaging approaches in this Ph + ALL model system has now permitted spatial and temporal assessments of leukemic cell engraftment, expansion, and dissemination in vivo. Whereas previous studies relied on a murine stem cell virus (MSCV)-based p185-IRES (internal ribosome entry site)-GFP retroviral vector that encoded both p185 and a GFP marker gene in tandem, a luciferase reporter gene has now been substituted for GFP, thereby creating an analogous p185-IRESLuc vector. Importantly, p185 ;Luc + cells were injected intravenously (by tail vein) into a cohort of healthy recipient mice on day 0, and mice were serially imaged every 3-4 days until their clinical deterioration necessitated their sacrifice at day 13. One noninjected animal was included as a negative imaging control, and all of the luminescent images presented in Figure 2 (top) were captured and analyzed under identical conditions. Several important observations stem from these studies. First, the luminescent signal (i.e., disease) was barely detectable 3 days after inoculation of LICs, whereas by day 7, disseminated signals were appreciable in the limbs, sternum (bone marrow), and abdomen overlying the spleen. By days 10 and 13, further leukemic dissemination was observed as manifested by intense signals in the tail (likely reflecting circulating leukemic cells in the vasculature) and in the head region (reflecting leukemic infiltration into the meninges and into the calvarial bone marrow). Second, quantification of whole-animal luminescence revealed that there was significant consistency of signal among cohorts of animals analyzed at the same intervals and that there was an average log increase in signal intensity every 3 days (Fig. 2, bottom) . This result is consistent with prior observations that leukemia onset is delayed by about 3 days for each log reduction in numbers of injected donor leukemogenic cells (Williams et al. 2007 ). Third, there is an approximately 3-log dynamic range of signal between barely detectable disease (i.e., just above background) at day 3 and that emanating from moribund recipient animals at day 13 (Fig. 2, bottom) . These features now provide further opportunities to understand the biology of the disease in real time, test the efficacy of therapeutic agents, develop novel treatment strategies, and interrogate mechanisms of antileukemic drug resistance.
RESISTANCE TO TARGETED THERAPY IN PH + ALL
In contrast to the success of BCR-ABL-targeted therapeutics in maintaining CML-CP patients in durable remission, patients with Ph + ALL typically experience significant early responses to single-agent kinase inhibition but then relapse, often with drug-resistant BCR-ABL KD mutations. Maximal intensity imatinib therapy (100 mg/kg twice per day by oral gavage) had only modest activity in our Ph + ALL mouse model (Williams et al. 2006) , despite significant efficacy of the identical treatment regimen in murine CML models. Furthermore, these studies revealed that nontumor-cell-autonomous (cellextrinsic) imatinib resistance, mediated in part through cytokine signaling within the hematopoietic microenvironment, contributed to therapeutic resistance in vivo (Williams et al. 2007 ).
We therefore initiated therapeutic trials with dasatinib, reasoning that its significantly enhanced potency relative to imatinib, coupled with its ability to inhibit the Src family of nonreceptor tyrosine kinases, would lead to an enhanced therapeutic response in vivo (Shah et al. 2004). Dasatinib is about 300-fold more potent than imatinib in in vitro measures of growth inhibition of p185 + ;Arf -/-cells. In contrast to earlier trials in which imatinib therapy was initiated 3 days after inoculation of p185 + ;Arf -/-;GFP + cells, dasatinib treatment (10 mg/kg twice per day by gavage) was commenced 10 days after introduction of 200,000 p185 + ;Arf -/-;Luc + cells. These day-10 recipients were estimated to have a 100-fold increase in leukemic burden compared to day-3 mice (see Fig. 2 ). They demonstrated clinical signs of leukemic cell expansion (lethargy, ruffled coat, reduced mobility) and typically had infiltration of their bone marrow compartment with 20-40% leukemic cells (a level of disease that would confer a diagnosis of ALL in a human patient). Luminescent imaging confirmed that cohorts of recipient animals had comparable disease burdens when therapy was initiated and allowed us to prospectively monitor the therapeutic response (Fig. 3,  top) . As expected, all vehicle-treated control mice succumbed to their leukemia within 3-4 more days (not shown). Remarkably, dasatinib therapy induced a dramatic reduction in disease burden within 1 week, and after 2 weeks of therapy, there was a 30-100-fold reduction in whole-animal luminescent signals (Fig. 3 , bottom). Despite continuous twice-daily dasatinib therapy, however, all mice had persistent levels of measurable disease during the 10-week treatment window, and as therapy continued, virtually all animals relapsed with overt clinical signs of leukemia that closely correlated with dramatic increases in whole-body luminescent signals (Fig. 3, bottom) . At relapse, many animals demonstrated foci of enhanced luminescent signals over their head and neck region, and often, these mice had clinical signs of central nervous system disease, including a bulging skull, irritability, and erratic behavior.
The significant initial response of murine Ph + ALL to dasatinib therapy followed by therapeutic failure despite continuous therapy is reminiscent of the clinical experience with dasatinib and nilotinib in human Ph + ALL Talpaz et al. 2006; Hochhaus et al. 2007 ). Molecular analysis of these dasatinib-resistant murine Ph + leukemias has now revealed that a significant number of them individually harbor clones with BCR-ABL KD mutations that have been previously identified in human clinical trials. Indeed, the most frequently encountered KD mutation (T315I) in mice that relapsed on dasatinib dramatically impairs kinase inhibition by all three FDA-approved BCR-ABL inhibitors (imatinib, nilotinib, and dasatinib) and represents one of the key resistance determinants in treated Ph + ALL patients. The acquisition of dasatinib-resistant KD mutants further reinforces the notion that the combination of BCR-ABL expression and Arf inactivation faithfully models the biology, genetics, and therapeutic responses of human Ph + ALL and will provide unique opportunities to further interrogate the genesis of drug resistance in vivo.
Despite the considerable dasatinib-induced "debulking" of leukemic burden, there are tissue compartments that harbor functionally dasatinib-resistant cell populations in treated mice. What are the factors that contribute to the persistence of disease and facilitate the emergence of drug-resistant mutants in the face of continuous therapy? A trivial explanation would be that mice are receiving suboptimal doses of dasatinib, but our experience suggests that the current dosing schedule is maximally intensive in animals that harbor significant disease burdens at the time of initiation of therapy. Alternatively, local drug concentrations in certain tissue microenvironments might fluctuate around cytostatic levels, but not cytotoxic levels, particularly when leukemic cells are protected by host factors produced through their interactions with stromal cells and extracellular matrix components. Moreover, the levels of dasatinib achieved in particular organ compartments might be suboptimal, a phenomenon that likely contributes to relapse within the central nervous system.
The unifying hypothesis is that in the context of BCR-ABL-driven lymphoid leukemias, Arf inactivation enhances the biological fitness of LICs, thereby promoting more efficient dissemination of leukemic cells, diminishing the efficacy of targeted therapy, and facilitating the emergence of cell-intrinsic drug resistance, most frequently manifested by BCR-ABL KD mutations. We reason that persistent BCR-ABL kinase activity initially selects for INK4-ARF deletions in vivo. Subsequently, nontumor-cell-autonomous drug resistance mechanisms operate to sustain a residual pool of viable p185 + ;Arf null leukemic cells during therapy. Persistent drug exposure then selects for the acquisition of drug-resistant BCR-ABL KD mutations in some cells that further expand. If INK4-ARF inactivation similarly facilitates acquisition of drug-resistant BCR-ABL mutations in humans, the third of Ph + ALL patients that retain the gene cluster at diagnosis might respond better than the majority to targeted therapy. Conversely, Ph + ALL patients that have already sustained INK4-ARF loss may need to be treated with the most potent kinase inhibitors together with conventional therapeutic agents or, ideally, with drugs that target the interaction of LICs with the host hematopoietic microenvironment.
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CONCLUSIONS
In the hematopoietic system, the INK4-ARF locus functions as a master regulator of Rb and p53 function to prevent inappropriate progenitor cell self-renewal and to eliminate incipient cancer cells driven by sustained oncogenic signaling. Analysis of two distinct Ph + leukemias provides clear evidence that whereas the INK4-ARF locus is intact (and likely silenced) in CML, a disease that is very responsive to targeted therapies, frequent deletion of INK4-ARF occurs in BCR-ABL-dependent lymphoid leukemias (CML-LBC and Ph + ALL) and correlates with transient responses to therapy and poor survival. Our highly efficient murine Ph + ALL model has been further refined and has several desirable features that facilitate biological and therapeutic investigations. First, the leukemic phenotype is very robust and mimics the genetics and biology of human ALL, including frequent dissemination of leukemic cells to the central nervous system. Second, fixed numbers of tagged, homogeneous, and genetically defined (p185 + ;Arf -/-) donor cells, when engrafted into the hematopoietic system of an otherwise healthy syngeneic recipient, imitate the effects of the somatic mutation that initiates Ph + ALL in human patients. Third, disease burden can be monitored and quantified in real time before and in response to therapy, permitting the tracking of individual treatment responses and relapse. Fourth, in response to different targeted treatment protocols, we can now characterize the in vivo emergence and spectrum of drug-resistant BCR-ABL mutations. Collectively, these features underscore the value of modeling human cancer through innovative applications of mouse genetic systems and emphasize the utility of controlled preclinical "trials" for efficiently implementing and evaluating new therapeutic strategies.
